STUDENT ARTIST SERIES PRESENTS

JACK FINUCANE
saxophone*

Jon Ludwig, alto saxophone
Kim Pensyl, trumpet#
Mike Jones, trumpet
Adam Machaskee, trombone^
Dominic Marino, trombone
Thomas Buckley, drums and cymbals^
Aaron Jacobs, acoustic bass^
Dan Orlando, voice
Allen Braman, piano^

Friday, January 14, 2011
Patricia Corbett Theater
6:45 p.m.

*In partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Music

^ CCM Alumnus; # CCM Faculty
Chime This  Don Grolikn (1948-1996)  Don Grolikn (1948-1996)
Just Friends  Sam M. Lewis (1885-1959)  Sam M. Lewis (1885-1959)

CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors. A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role in making this a reality.